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Between 750,000 and 1.2 million children are currently home schooled in grades 
K-12 in the United States and the movement continues to expand at an estimated rate of 
15 percent per year (Kuznik, 1994, p. 8). This total represents more children than in the 
public schools of Vermont, Wyoming, Delaware, and the District of Columbia combined. 
For the purposes of this paper, home schooling means instrm;tion and learning, c:1t least 
some of which is through planned activity, taking place presumably at home in a family 
setting with a parent acting as teacher or supervisor of the activity and with one or more 
students who are members of the same family and who are doing K-12 grade work. 
Although home schooling is not the choice for everyone, the people who decide to 
commit themselves to this form of education are producing credible results (HSLDA 
Report, 1990, p. 1-3). At a time when "parental involvement and choice in education" is 
touted as a key to reforming the nation's schools, home schooling is now affirming its 
value as a viable legal alternative throughout the entire Unit,ed States. The enormous 
growth of home schooling and its effects on student achievement empowers scholars to 
conduct more detailed research. 
During the 1980s most people probably never envisioned home schooling as 
having a place in the educational system. It could be surmised that people who knew 
parents home schooling their children may have thought they were radical, different, or 
religious fanatics. Nevertheless, the past several years have brought home schooling to 
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the front of the nation's educational system. Considering the many responsibilities a 
parent must consider when undertaking the home schooling endeavor, it became 
important to see how well the student's perform over the long term, how successful these 
students were in achit::vement, and how family characteristics played a role within the 
structure. 
History has shown that parents have been educating their children at home since 
the colonial period of the United States. Some of this country's greatest forefathers such 
as George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, General Douglas MacArthur and Alexander 
Graham Bell were home schooled by their parents. Now home schooling, once the only 
means of education in this country, has resurged at an amazing rate. Many reasons can be 
attributed for the avoidance of public education and the grow1:h in home schooling such as 
drug usage, teen pregnancy and sexuality issues, violence and safety, educational stifling 
and character/moral issues. Also, religion appears to be an important reason for home 
schooling as many religious conservatives simply desire to control the teaching of their 
children's education (Lines, 1987, p. 510-517) and avoid the perceived mediocrity within 
public education. However, today the growth of home schooling covers a broad spectrum 
of liberals, conservatives, religions, social classes and income levels. Each of these 
secular groups have various orientations, methodologies, ideologies and agendas for their 
children. 
As in early history of this country, the family today plays a paramount role in the 
success of home schooling. As the home school phenomenon continues to grow, the 
sampling for research data improves and has yielded impressive results. This research 
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paper focuses on an important aspect of how family characteristic variables effect student 
achievement of home schooled children. 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem of this study was to analyze students receiving home schooling and 
their family characteristic variables relating to academic achievement. 
Research Goals 
The following research questions were intended to develop a plan of attack to 
reach conclusions: 
1. Do home school students have higher percentile scores on standardized 
achievement tests than the national average? 
2. Do home school students have higher percentile scores in specific subject areas 
on standardized achievement tests than the national average? 
3. Do family characteristics relate to student achievement? 
Background and Significance 
Home Schooling is a choice. Parents who chose home schooling are taking 
charge of their children's education because they perceive values, morals, and outcomes 
are lacking in public education. Both home school parents and the public have 
appropriate curiosity a.bout the performance of home school children and we desire to 
know if family characteristic variables play a role in the success of home school students. 
The lack of home school monitoring at the state level further complicates assessing 
progress. 
The research about family characteristics and student achievement is very good 
but not current. The Home School Legal Defense Association (HSLDA) published a 
comprehensive nationwide study of home education in December, 1990, conducted by 
the National Home Education Research Institute (NHERI). The HSLDA indicated in 
1990 that more research needs to be done relative to this study. Current investigative 
research indicates a 1996 study was in progress by NHERI to update home schooling 
family characteristics, legal matters, and student achievement. 
Also, a review of dissertation abstracts by Brown ( 1992, p. 1) and Hines ( 1993, 
p. 1) revealed some information, but the time lapses in research related to this problem 
were still germane, particularly in family characteristics. The Hines' study was 
conducted in Arkansas and recommended that: 
1. A study should be conducted to determine wheth,er characteristics of home 
school families have a significant influence on student achievement. 
2. A study should be conducted to gather opinion from parents of public school 
students regarding home schooling and public school education. 
3. A study should be conducted to track the success of home school students as 
they enter post-secondary education and/or employment. 
Since home schooling is growing, it is important to update riesearch to measure its 
effectiveness. 
One of the most common methods to measure student achievement was through 
the use of Standardize:d Achievement Test results. These results have been a bellwether 
in the education system for many years. Several times a year, in practically every 
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community in the country, the media has focused close attention to tests results. Parents 
checked the performance of their children to see if test scores were rising or falling and 
how well their children faired against others in the United States. In large part, whether 
or not students progressed up the educational hierarchy could be the result of how 
students achieved on Standardized Achievement Tests. Since testing was a tool to 
measure learning, it was important to understand how family characteristics contributed 
to the results home school students achieved. 
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In 1983, the National Commission on Excellence in Education study reported that 
public education student standardized achievement test scores had fallen short of those in 
other industrialized countries despite the United States out spending these countries in 
education dollars (Whitehead and Bird, 1984, p. 15-93). In 1989, President Bush stated 
"After two centuries of progress, we are stagnant. ... No modem nation can long afford to 
allow so many of its sons and daughters to emerge into adulthood ignorant and unskilled. 
The status quo is a guarantee of mediocrity, social decay and national decline" (Finn, 
1991, p. 167-186). The increased number of students being home schooled was in part, 
because of the decline or perceived decline in the effectiveness of public education by 
parents of home schooled students. Therefore, it was critical to be able to evaluate and 
justify home schoolers's achievement and how home schooling success could be applied 
to public education for the benefit of all children (Knowles, Muchmore and Spaulding, 
1994, p. 238-242). 
Limitations 
After carefully studying data available for review, tht;: following limitations were 
established: 
1. The study was limited to Home Schooling. 
2. The study was limited to Home Schooling Standardized Achievement Test 
data from 1990, 1992, and 1994. 
3. The study was limited to the extent that the most recent Home School family 
characteristic data was from a 1990 HSLDA nation-wide report. 
Assumptions 
The following assumptions are put forth: 
1. Home schooled students do better on standardized achievement tests. This 
assumption was based on a review of nation-wide statistics (HSLDA Report, 1990). 
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2. Home schooled students score above national averages in specific subject areas 
on standardized achievement tests. This assumption was based on review of nation-wide 
statistics comparing the two categories (HSLDA Report, 1990). 
3. Home schooled students spend more time with teacher(s). This assumption is 
based on statements of authorities in the field of home schooling and the assumption of 
the parent(s) being th1;: teacher (Ray, 1988, p. 16-31). 
4. Home schooled students family characteristics can directly relate to better 
achievement as evidenced by demographic studies. This fact was documented from a 
review of literature and other home schooling appraisal studies (HSLDA Report, 1990). 
5. Home schooled students' parents educational backgrounds do not relate to 
better achievement. This fact was documented in review of literature and other home 
schooling appraisal studies (HSLDA Report, 1990). 
Procedures 
The home schooling achievement study was completed in the following steps. 
First, a thorough review of current literature was completed to determine the availability 
of data, both written and statistical, and methods used. Secondly, electronic and 
telephonic contact was made with scholarly experts in the field to discover other 
important sources of information. Lastly, the 
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final step in completing the study was to analyze data collected from previous studies and 
interpret the results. 
Definitions of Terms 
The following terms are defined for reader ease: 
1. Achievement Test. A standardized test designed to measure and compare 
levels of knowledge of understanding in a given subject. 
2. HSLDA: Home School Legal Defense Association. 
3. NHERI: National Home Education Research Institute. 
4. Public Education: A primary or secondary school supported by taxes. 
5. Home Schooling: A substitute for formal schooling by which the parents 
educate their children at home. 
6. Percentile:. A type of scale widely used to compare relative standing between 
students. 
7. Scale Score: A defined range of values from a minimum to a maximum for 
reporting the scores earned by students on a standardized test. 
8. Family Characteristics: Includes demographic and educational characteristics 
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of home schooling families. 
Overview of Chapter 
Chapter I has discussed the home schooling phenomenon, choice of parents 
embarking on this method of educating and the growing numbers of home school families 
within the United States. Within the framework of home schooling, the family 
characteristic variables influencing student achievement are the emphasis of this research. 
Chapter II will focus on a Review of Literature, Chapter III will focus on Methods and 
Procedures, Chapter IV will discuss Findings and Chapter Vis the Summary, 
Conclusions, and Recommendations. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
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The literature search at Old Dominion University Library, Regents University 
Library, and Virginia Beach Public Library yielded numerous journal articles, 
periodicals, abstracts, ERIC reports and books on home schooling. The use of the 
Regents University Library produced additional documents on home schooling with a 
religious emphasis. The use of the Internet and E-Mail produced leads to other reference 
literature. The wide scope of the above sources provided a review of the following 
topics: History of Home Schooling, How Home Schoolers View Education, Reasons 
Why Parents Home School, Characteristics of Home School Families, Student 
Achievement, and the Summary. 
History of Home Schooling 
The right of parents to guide or control the education of their children has been 
recognized as being fundamental. Before there were schools, parents educated children at 
home. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, most children were educated at 
home by either parents or tutors (Knowles, Muchmore and Spaulding, 1994, p. 238). 
Also, parents had the choice not only whether to educate, but what subjects to educate 
their children. The parental interest in educating their children was not only fundamental, 
it was considered an obligation and not that of the government (Buchanan, 1987, p. 339-
348). 
Not until compulsory attendance laws came into effect in the mid-1800s did 
education begin to change. Between 1850 and 1970 only a small percentage of families 
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taught their children at home (Knowles, Marlow and Muchmore, 1992, p. 195-235). The 
1970s saw an emergence of home schooling largely fueled by parents dissatisfied with 
public schools and liberal educators such as John Holt. Thoughts of free schools, 
community control and descaling, empowered parents to think they could teach better 
than public schools (Holt, 1969, p. 391-394). The radical concept of home schooling did 
not go unnoticed as many lawsuits were brought by various factions not accepting this 
departure from the norm. Not until the 1980s and 1990s did home schooling garner 
respectability and true: acceptance. This acceptance has resulted in school districts 
adopting policies that have allowed home school students the opportunity to engage in 
programs and activities at local public schools. 
How Home Schoolers View Education 
A review of literature and previous studies shows similar interests how parents 
viewed home schooling. Generally, home educators were labeled either Ideologues or 
Pedagogues (Van Galen, 1988, p. 52-68; Van Galen and Pitman, 1991, p. 15-28). The 
differences were: 
- Ideologues (what is taught and learned) stress conventional school techniques 
and materials but try to avoid public school values. 
- Pedagogues (how things are taught) sought new ways to teach and dismissed the 
formal practices of public schools. 
However, Van Galen points out that not every home educator fits into the category of an 
Ideologue or Pedagogue. Still another view placed home educators into the categories of 
Essentialism, Progressivism, Perennealism, and Existenalism (Hood, 1991, p. 1-8). 
Viewed individually they were: 
- Essentialism: Preservation of traditional values and a democratic way of life. 
What knowledge and skills are most essential for students to acquire in order to become 
adequately prepared for adult life. Hard work, obedience and orderly environment were 
emphasized. 
- Progressivism: Rooted in the philosophy of pragmatism of the 1870s in 
America. Progressivism was focused on the importance of change, adaptation, growth, 
and interrelationships of individuals and their social and physical environments. 
- Perennalism: Belief in the existence of absolute values which are timeless and 
exist in all cultures. They advocate a single, classical curriculum for all students which 
emphasized traditional ideas modeled after Charlotte Mason, an English educator. 
- Existentialists: Emphasis on the individual and their relationship to the world 
and to other people. Furthermore, emphasis is placed on the right of the individual to 
choose their own curricula and to retain individuality by avoiding exposure to 
measurement devices and labels. 
Most existentialist's were followers of the late John Holt, a liberal teacher, writer and 
home school advocate of allowing home school students to proceed at their own pace 
even if this meant a long wait before the student expresses interest in anything (Lines, 
1987, p. 510). 
Reasons Why Parents Home School 
A review of literature and previous studies revealed similarities on why parents 
home school. Dr. Brian Ray, President of the NHERI and editor and publisher of the 
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Home School Researcher, states: 
"Home education is chosen for various reasons, including concerns for both the 
cognitive development ( e.g., to accomplish more academically and to individualize 
learning) and affective: development ( e.g., to be in a preferred moral environment, to learn 
selected religious or philosophical values, avoid peer pressme, greater parent-child 
contact, and better self-concept) of children." 
A review of the research indicated the following primary reasons why parents 
home school, listed in priority (Simmons, 1994, p .. 47-49; Pike, 1992, p. 564-565; 
Knowles, Muchmore, and Spaulding, 1994, p. 238-243; Marlow, 1994, p. 440; Lines, 
1987, p. 511; Wilson 1988, p. 11; Ray, 1992, p. 4):. 
(1) Controlling the curriculum and content. 
(2) Religious concerns. 
(3) Instruction methods, time on task, adaptation and student ratio. 
( 4) Achievement. 
(5) Morals, values and discipline. 
(6) Family building. 
(7) Safety - drugs, alcohol, sexual matters and violence. 
(8) Bmeaucracy. 
(9) Discrimination. 
(10) No public schools available (Alaska, extreme rural areas). 
Furthermore, Pike (1992, p. 564-5) and Simmons (1994, p. 47-8) contend that 
public education does not provide a suitable learning environment because: 
(1) Instruction methods are inflexible. 
(2) Overcrowding of classes. 
(3) Too much direct teaching and no guided practice. 
(4) Lack of consistent classroom discipline which interrupts learning. 
(5) Lack of parental involvement. 
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The research supports: that control of curriculum and instruction, religious concerns, and 
the dissatisfaction with public schools were primary reasons why parents chose home 
schooling. 
Characteristics of Home School Families 
Related studie:s (Ray, 1992, p. 10-14) show similar demographic characteristics 
among home school families: 
(1) An average of three children per family. 
(2) They began formal instruction at 5.5 years of ag,e. 
(3) There is no gender imbalance. 
(4) Ages 5-11 comprise the majority, about 65% of the population. 
(5) One parent has a college degree. 
(6) 55% of families have an income of$25,000 to $50,000. 21% are below 
$25,000 and 24% arc above $50,000. 
(7) 75% are Christians and attend church regularly. 
(8) White is the dominant ethnic background - about 90%. 
(9) 25% attended public school prior to home school. 
(10) 25% attended private school prior to home school. 
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(11) 3% attendt:d public school after home school. 
(12) 3% attended private school after home school. 
How did family characteristics of home school parents compare with the United 
States at large: 
(1) Number of children for home schooled families exceeded the national average 
- 3 .21 versus 1.56. 
(2) Home school family income was slightly lower than the national average. 
This is best explained by the fact that the mother is the primary teacher and not earning 
an income. That accounts for the lower family income than the traditional two parent 
income family so prevalent in today's society. 
(3) Home school parents had an average of2-3 more years of college. 
( 4) Home schooling includes other religious groups comprised of atheists, 
Mormons, Jewish, Muslims, New Age, Reformed, Independ,ent Charismatic, Adventist 
and other groups with various agendas. 
(5) Blacks and orientals were the predominant remaining ethnic group home 
schooling (HSLDA Report, 1990, p. 1-3). 
Teacher certification of parents who home schooled were reported to be at 6% for 
mothers and 13.9% for fathers. 92% were current with teaching certification. 70% were 
current with certificatiion in the state they resided (Wartes, 1988, p. 42-51 ). 
Student Achievement 
The effectiveness of instruction is in large part determined by testing. Testing is 
an issue which effects all families and the majority of home school students participate in 
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achievement tests to measure progress (Wilson, 1988, p. 11 ). 
Gauging home schooling student success using achie:vement testing versus 
national averages is easy to do, but, unfortunately does not consider the different 
characteristics of the two distinct groups. Nevertheless, home school students are 
compared to public school standards (Ray, 1992, p. 4-5). 
Various studies from the mid 1980s to present, support that home school students 
do better on achievement tests. Examples include: 
(1) In 1984-85, an experimental state program in Washington tested 200 home 
school students. They performed at or above average on achievement tests. No special 
demographic characteristics existed (Lines, 1987, p. 26). 
(2) The Washington Home School Project was a private volunteer effort 
comprised of home school student's parents and public education people to gather 
information about Washington's home school students. The period of this study was 
from 1986-89. The study showed that home school students scored higher than public 
education students in all categories of testing (W artes, 1991, p. 22-23). 
(3) In 1990, HSLDA conducted a nationwide study of 2000 home school 
students. Of the home school students participating in achievement testing, the home 
school students scored, on the average, at or above the 80th percentile in categories of 
reading, listening, language, math, science, social studies, basic battery (reading, 
language, and math), and complete battery (all topics included in the overall testing of the 
student). 
(4) In 1992, the NHERI analyzed the results of the test scores of 10,750 students 
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collected via a testing service. The scores ranged from a low of the 56th percentile to a 
high of the 84th percentile, with the majority of scores in the 70s percentile. No family 
characteristic data is available from this study. Other studies have found similar results. 
In Montana, students averaged at the 72nd percentile, in Pennsylvania students averaged 
in the 60-74th percentiles. 
(5) In 1994, the NHERI analyzed the results of achievement scores from a testing 
service. The results support previous studies that home school students scored, on 
average, in the 77th p•~rcentile. Furthermore, the study showed that 54.7% of those 
students (K-12) are achieving individual scores in the top quarter of the population. This 
figure is more than double the number of public education students with similar results. 
( 6) There are t:ixamples of home school students who have excelled in higher 
education. Acceptance at Harvard and other Ivy League schools is not longer unheard of 
(Hawkins, 1996, p. 58; Miller, 1994, p. A14). The United States Air Force Academy 
holds 2% of its appointments for home school students (Wells, 1995, p. Cl l). The 
highest scores were achieved in Delaware (96% ), but, the sample size was small. The 
lowest scores were in the District of Columbia ( 61 % ), and again the sample size was 
small. 
There is significant argument that contends achievement scores should not be the 
only measure of educational progress. For example, in 1989, the National Association of 
Elementary School Principals recommended that a "range of assessment tools" be 
considered rather than achievement tests alone in measuring student's progress (Sheffer, 
1989, p. 35). Also, the SAT is never used as the only criterion for college admission 
(Rudner, 1993, p. 4, 7). Hawaii, Vermont, Washington and Iowa offer the option of 
achievement testing or an alternative form of assessment (Marlow, 1994, p. 448-9). In 
Virginia, home school students can assess progress in various ways such as portfolios 
(Shaw, 1996, E-mail). On the other hand, since home school students do not generally 
have a litany of extra-curricular activities to include, they must have top test scores to 
compete in educational endeavors (Gibbs, 1994, p. 62-3). 
There is an enormous amount of information supporting the above average 
educational abilities of home school students. Unfortunately, the statistics kept by 
individual states is small, if any. Virginia's Department of Education home school 
coordinator could offer little help in obtaining achievement or other comparative data 
versus public education. The coordinator's only assistance was referral to home school 
advocate institutions such as Bob Jones University and the HSLDA (Finley, January, 
1996, telephone). As more states compile data, the profile of home school students will 
undoubtedly become more informative. 
Summary 
Chapter II discusses five home school issues which are: (1) History of Home 
Schooling, (2) How Home School Parents View Education, (3) Reasons Why Parents 
Home School, (4) Characteristics of Home School Families, and (5) Student 
Achievement. Home schooling during the early history of this country was a necessity; 
there were no schools. Parents, particularly fathers embraced a responsibility to educate 
their children without help or government interference. Today, families with various 
characteristics have made the choice to home school. The reasons are prevalent --
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curriculum, content, religion, morals and values, safety, drugs and violence -- to name 
just a few. These parents have taken responsibility and a lifestyle change to provide the 
best education possible. Achievement test results support th1~ir work. Their children are 
out-performing public students nation-wide and home school students are moving on to 
the best colleges and universities. 
Chapter III describes the Methods and Procedures us1~d in this study. It will 
explain how the data was gathered to find a solution to the problem outlined in this study. 




METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
The purpose of this study was to collect and interpret data on three research goals 
of home schooling. The three research goals were: (1) Do Home School students have 
higher percentile scores on standardized achievement tests than the national average, (2) 
Do Home School students have higher percentile scores in specific subject areas on 
standardized achievement tests than the national average, and (3) Do Family 
Characteristics relate to student achievement. 
The first research goal was to determine if home school students score higher on 
standardized achievement tests than the national average. The HSLDA reported in 1990, 
1992, and 1994 that home school students do as well or betti!r than public school 
students. 
The second research goal was to determine if home schools students score higher 
in specific subject areas on standardized achievement tests than the national average. The 
HSLDA reported in 1990, 1992, and 1994, that home school students do as well or better 
than students in public: schools. 
The third research goal was to determine if home school family characteristics 
related to student achievement. The following sections of this chapter will provide the 
basis for answering these goals. 
Population 
The population for this study consisted of home school families who are members 
of the HSLDA. HSLDA is a non-profit membership organization located in Paeonian 
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Springs, Virginia, and is designed to serve the home school community. The purpose of 
the HSLDA is to defend the right of parents to home school their children. HSLDA 
serves home school families of all religions and pedagogical and philosophical 
backgrounds. The demographic and test data population for 1990 was derived from 
approximately 2,000 families. The test data population for 1992 was 10,750 children, 
and 1994 was approximately 16,000 children. 
Instrument 
A National Home Education Research Institute (NHERI) survey questionnaire 
was used for gathering data for the period of 1990. For 1992 and 1994, standardized tests 
results were provided by a testing service and analyzed by NHERI. The 1990 instrument 
(Appendix A) has three parts: 
I. Information regarding all parents and family. 
II. Information regarding the home education legal status of the family. 
III. Information regarding the students. 
For the purposes of this study, only the following items from Part I and III of the 1990 
survey instrument will be reported on: Educational Attainment of Fathers, Educational 
Attainment of Mothers, Number of Children per Family, Annual Income of Families, 
Religious Preferences of the Fathers, Religious Preferences of the Mothers, Descriptive 
Information About the Children, Achievement by Certification Status of Parents, and 
Student Achievement Related to Family Income. 
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Pilot Study 
A Pilot Study was conducted using a sample of 100 families to determine if the 
instrument needed revision. The responses of 68 families indicated only minor revisions 
were required. 
Collection 
A follow-up reminder to return the research instrume:nt was mailed to all who had 
not returned them sev1:!n weeks after the initial mailing. All usable instruments returned 
within 15 weeks ofth1:! initial mailing were included in the study. 
Data Gathering Techniques 
For 1990, the survey asked that student scores be reported on the survey and a 
copy of the official testing service scores be attached. The scores were compared to the 
scores listed on the survey and checked for accuracy. For 1992 and 1994, a testing 
service was used and the results analyzed by NHERI. Percentiles were converted to z-
scores (Issac and Michael, 1995, p. 109-110). Means were calculated and comparison 
tests were executed using z-scores. 
Summary 
Chapter III contained the Methods and Procedures used in this study. It described 
the purpose of the study, population involved, instrument used, and data gathering 
techniques. Chapter IV will present the Findings,. and Chapter Vis the Summary, 




The purpose of this chapter is to report the findings of the research study. The 
purpose of this study was to answer the three research goals: (1) Do Home School 
students have higher percentile scores on standardized achievement tests than the national 
average, (2) Do Home School students have higher percentil,e scores in specific subject 
areas on standardized achievement tests than the national average, and (3) Do Family 
Characteristics relate to student achievement. 
Report of the Findings 
Table I indicaties the number and percentage of surveys sent compared to the 
number of surveys completed. A total of 2000 surveys were sent to home school families 












Home School Family Characteristic Questions 
Question Number 1: How many years of formal schooling did each parent have? 
Tables II and III provide descriptive information regarding Educational 
Attainment of Fathers and Mothers. The average educational level of the fathers studied 
was 15 years of formal training ( or about three years of college). The average educational 
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level of the mothers studied was 14.1 years ( or about two years of college). 
TABLE II 
Educational Attainment of the Fathers 
Years of Formal Educsttion Frequency Percentage 
Less than 12 45 3.0 
12 (H.S. diploma) 359 24.2 
13-15 (some college) 334 22.5 
16 (college degree) 434 29.3 
17 or more 311 21.0 
-- --Total 1483 100.0 
TABLE III 
Educational Attainment of the Moth1!rs 
Years of Formal Education Frequency Percentage 
Less than 12 25 1.7 
12 (H.S. diploma) 477 31.8 
13-15 (some college) 469 31.3 
16 (college degree) 412 27.5 
17 or more 116 7.7 
-- --
Total 1499 100.0 
Question Number 3: Has either parent ever been a state-certified teacher? 
Table IV provides descriptive information about Achievement by Certification 
Status of Parents. Only 6% of the fathers and 13.9% of the mothers surveyed had ever 
been certified teachers. The relationship between student achievement and the parents' 
teacher certification status was significant in its absence as there was no difference in 
students' total reading, math, or language scores based on teacher certification criteria. 
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TABLEIV 
Achievement by Certification Status of Parents 
National National National 
Percentile Percentile Percentile 
Certification Status of Parents Mean in Mean in Mean in 
Reading Math Language 
Both have been certified 84th 84th 82nd 
One has been certified 86th 84th 84th 
Neither have been certified 84th 80th 79th 
All public school students 50th 50th 50th 
(Teacher certification required) 
Question Number 7: How many children to you have? 
Table V provides descriptive information of the Number of Children per Family. 
The average family in this study consisted of a father, a mother, and 3.2 children, or a 
family of about 5.2. The average American family during this study was 3.17. Only 
1.6% of the families were headed by single parents, and all of these were mothers. 
TABLEV 
Number of Children Per Family 
Number Frequency Percentage 
1 65 4.3 
2 423 28.3 
3 503 33.6 
4 292 19.5 
5 134 9.0 
6 or more 79 5.3 
-- --Total 1496 100.0 
Question Number 8: i;vhat is your total family annual income? 
Table VI provides descriptive information of the Annual Income of Families. 
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Fifty-five percent of the home education families are within the $25,000.00 to $49,000.00 
range for total annual income. The median income category for them was $35,000.00 to 
$49,999.00. Twenty-one percent are below $25,000.00 and twenty-four are above 
$50,000.00. 
TABLE VI 
Annual Income of Families 
Income Frequency Percentage 
Under $ 10,000 21 1.4 
$ 10,000-14,999 43 2.9 
$ 15,000-19,999 82 5.5 
$ 20,000-24,999 169 11.4 
$ 25,000-34,999 379 25.6 
$ 35,000-49,999 439 29.7 
$ 50,000-74,999 234 15.8 
over$ 75,000 112 7.6 
-- --
Total 1479 100.0 
Question Number 11: 
Tables VII andl vm provide descriptive information on Religious Preferences of 
the Fathers and Mothers. The religious preferences of the fathers were dominantly 
Christian with 93.8% of the fathers describing themselves as "born-again." About 40% 
of the fathers considered themselves independent Charismatic or Independent 
Fundamental/Evangelical. Baptist was the next largest category at 18.4% The religious 
preferences of the mothers were dominantly Christian with 96.4% of the mothers 
describing themselves. as "born-again." Baptist was the next largest category at 17.6%. 
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TABLE VII 
Religious Preferences of the Fathers 
Frequency Percentage 
Religious Preference 
Adventist 15 1.0 
Amish 0 0.0 
Assembly of God 111 7.6 
Baptist 269 18.4 
Catholic 49 3.4 
Episcopal 5 0.3 
Independent Charismatic 198 13.6 
Independent Fundamental/Evangelical 378 25.9 
Jewish 1 0.1 
Ladder Day Saints (Mormon) 8 0.5 
Lutheran 17 1.2 
Mennonite 14 1.0 
Methodist 13 0.9 
Muslim 0 0.0 
Nazarene 13 0.9 
New Age 4 0.3 
Pentecostal 40 2.7 
Presbyterian 43 2.9 
Reformed 38 2.6 
Other 245 16.8 
--- --
Total 1461 100.0 
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TABLE VIII 
Religious Preferences of the Mothers 
Frequency Percentage 
Religious Preference 
Adventist 21 1.4 
Amish 2 0.1 
Assembly of God 112 7.6 
Baptist 260 17.6 
Catholic 47 3.2 
Episcopal 5 0.3 
Independent Charismatic 217 14.7 
Independent Fundamental/Evangelical 390 26.5 
Jewish I 0.1 
Ladder Day Saints (Mormon) 9 0.6 
Lutheran 16 I.I 
Mennonite 14 0.9 
Methodist 13 0.9 
Muslim 0 0.0 
Nazarene 13 0.9 
New Age 3 0.2 
Pentecostal 41 2.8 
Presbyterian 40 2.7 
Reformed 37 2.5 
Other 233 15.8 
-- --
Total 1461 100.0 
Question Number 12 (Part III): Number of years taught at home since reaching age 5? 
On average, the students had been taught at home for three years since age 5. 
Table IX shows that a larger percentage of people are moving their children into the home 
education option than are leaving it. 
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TABLEIX 
Number of Years taught at home since reachi111g age 5 
Variable Mean Number 
Age 8.24 4602 
Grade 3.25 4198 
Years taught at home sinc1~ 5 years old 3.02 3026 
Years of public school prior to home school 3.36 908 2.79 866 Years of private school prior to home school 2.31 101 
Years of public school after home school 1.71 108 
Years of private school aflter home school 10.88 2434 
Grade through which parents intend to home school child 
Table X provides descriptive information about Student Achievement Related to 
Family Income. No difference in total reading or total language scores existed within any 
income level. Total math showed some difference where families with incomes of 
$50,000.00 and above :scored better in math than students in families with incomes under 
$10,000.00. It should be noted that regardless of income levds, all home school students 
scored at or above the 60th percentile in math - stil1 above national public school 
percentiles. 
TABLEX 
Student Achievement Related to Family Income 
Total Reading Score Total Math Score Total Language Score 
Income Group Number Mean Number Mean Percentile Number Mean Percentile 
Percentile 
Under$ 10,000 10 85th 10 67th 8 78th 
$ 10,000-14,999 27 76th 28 67th 23 70th 
$ 15,000-19,999 57 83rd 57 77th 49 77th 
$ 20,000-24,999 124 84th 125 75th 112 82nd 
$ 25,000-34,999 249 83rd 258 79th 218 78th 
$ 35,000-49,999 323 84th 320 82nd 250 79th 
$ 50,000-74,999 171 84th 171 85th 138 81st 
over$ 75,000 87 85th 84 86th 66 84th 
-- -- -- --
-- --
Total 1048 84th 1053 81st 864 79th 
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Student Achievement 
Home school children scored at higher levels than public school students on 
achievement tests taken during 1990. Home School students scored in the 82nd percentile 
in Basic Battery compared to conventional school student scores in the 50th percentile. 
Home School students scored in the 84th percentile in Reading compared to conventional 
school student scores in the 50th percentile. Home School students scored in the 81 st 
percentile in Math compared to conventional school student scores in the 50th percentile. 
Home School students scored in the 80th percentile in language compared to 
conventional school student scores in the 50th percentile. The results of this comparison 
have been presented in Table XI. 
TABLE XI 
1990 National Percentile Scores on Standardized Achievement Tests by Category 
Category Basic Battery Reading Math Language 
Home School 82 84 81 80 
Students 
Traditional School 50 50 50 50 
Students 
N=l,516 
Home school c:hildren scored at higher levels than public school students on 
achievement tests takc:n during 1992. Home School students scored in the 71st percentile 
in Basic Battery compared to conventional school student scores in the 50th percentile. 
Home School students scored in the 76th percentile in Reading compared to convenHonal 
school student scores in the 50th percentile. Home School students scored in the 65th 
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percentile in Math compared to conventional school student scores in the 50th percentile. 
Home School students scored in the 70th percentile in Language compared to 
conventional school student scores in the 50th percentile. The results of this comparison 
have been presented in Table XII. 
TABLE XII 
1992 National lPercentile Scores on Standardized Achievement Tests by Category 
Category Basic Battery Reading Math Language 
Home School 71 76 65 70 
Students 
Traditional School 50 50 50 50 
Students 
*N=l0,750 
Home school children scored at higher levels than public school students on 
achievement tests taken during 1994. Home School students scored in the 77th percentile 
in Basic Battery compared to conventional school student scores in the 50th percentile. 
Home School students scored in the 79th percentile in Reading compared to conventional 
school student scores in the 50th percentile. Home School students scored in the 73rd 
percentile in Math compared to conventional school student scores in the 50th percentile. 
Home School students scored in the 73rd percentile in Language compared to 
conventional school student scores in the 50th percentile. The results of this comparison 
have been presented in Table XIII. 
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TABLE XIII 
1994 National Percentile Scores on Standardized Achievement Tests by Category 
Category Basic Battery Reading Math Language 
Home School 77 79 73 73 
Students 
Traditional School 50 50 50 50 
Students 
*N=I6,000 
The Basic Batte:ry consisted of total reading, total language, and total math. The 
results of the three comparisons indicated that home school students consistently scored 
above the 50th percentile and scored higher than public school students on the national 
level. 
Home School Family Profile 
A profile of home school families emerged after summarizing the characteristic 
and demographic data. Both parents were likely to be high school graduates. The 
average number of family members was five, and the average number of children per 
home school family was 3.2. The average annual family income was reported between 
$35,000.00 and $49,000.00. The dominant religion of fathers and mothers was Christian. 
Summary 
Chapter IV contained the Findings of this study. It described the purpose of the 
study, report of findings, home school family characteristic questions, a home school 
family profile, and student achievement. Chapter IV contained the presentation of data in 




SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study was conducted to determine the following:: (I) Do Home School 
students have higher percentile scores on standardized achievement tests than the national 
average, (2) Do Home School students have higher percentile: scores in specific subject 
areas on standardized achievement tests than the national average, and (3) Do Family 
Characteristics relate to student achievement. 
Summary 
Chapter I reported that home schooling exists due to parental involvement and 
choice in education. Some parents believe the public education system produced 
academic mediocrity, w1desirable moral influences on their children, and poor 
performance on standardized achievement tests. As a result, home schooling continues to 
grow and is now estimated to include between 750,000 and 1.2 million children in the 
United States. 
A literature search of Old Dominion University Library, Regents University 
Library, and Virginia Bc:ach Public Library provided numerous journal articles, 
periodicals, abstracts, EIUC reports and books on home schooling. Also, E-Mail 
discussions with experts in the home schooling field revealed other important sources. 
Five issues were discussied. These included: 
1. History of Home Schooling. 
2. How Home School Parents View Education. 
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3. Reasons Why Parents Home School. 
4. Characteristics of Home School Families. 
5. Student Achievement. 
The Methods and Procedures included collecting and interpreting the data for the 
following research goals: (1) Do Home School students hav1e higher percentile scores on 
standardized achievement tests than the national average, (2) Do Home School students 
have higher percentile: scores in specific subject areas on standardized achievement tests 
than the national average, and (3) Do Family Characteristics relate to student 
achievement. The data collected from the Home School Legal Defense Association 
(HSLDA) reported in 1990, 1992 and 1994 that home school students do as well or 
better than students in public schools. The instrument, a 1990 National Home Education 
Research Institute (NHERI) survey collected data on the folllowing items: Educational 
Attainment of Fathers, Educational Attainment of Mothers, Number of Children per 
Family, Annual Income of Families, Religious Preferences of the Fathers, Religious 
Preferences of the Mothers, Descriptive Information About the Children, Achievement by 
Certification Status of Parents, and Student Achievement Related to Family Income. A 
testing service was used to collect the data for 1992 and 1994 and the results were 
analyzed by the NHERI. 
Chapter IV reported the following findings: 
Table I reported that 2000 surveys were mailed out and 1516 replies were 
received for a 70.1 return rate. 
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Tables II and III reported on Educational Attainment of the Fathers and Mothers. 
The average educational level of the fathers studied was 15 years of formal training and 
the average educational level of the mothers studied was 14.1 years of formal training. 
Table IV reported on Achievement by Certification Status of Parents. Only 6% of 
the fathers and 13.9% of the mothers had ever been certified teachers. 
Table V reportc::d on Number of Children Per Family.. The average family in this 
study consisted of a father, a mother, and 3.2 children or a family of about 5.2. 
Table VI reported on Annual Income of Families. Fifty-five percent of the home 
education families are within the $25,000.00 to $49,000.00 range for total annual income. 
The median income category for them was $35,000.00 to $49,000.00. Twenty-one 
percent are below $25,000.00 and twenty-four are above $50,000.00. 
Tables VII and VIII report on Religious Preferences of the Fathers and Mothers. 
The religious preferences of the fathers and mothers were predominantly Christian with 
93.8% of the fathers and 96.4% of the mothers describing themselves as "born again." 
About 40% of the fathers and mothers considered themselves independent Charismatic or 
Independent Fundamental/Evangelical. Baptist was the next largest category for both 
fathers and mothers at 18.4% and 17.6% respectively. 
Table IX reporlted on Number of Years taught at home since reaching age 5. On 
average, the students had been taught at home for three years: since age 5. 
Table X reportc::d on Student Achievement Related to Family Income. No 
difference existed in total reading or total language. Total math showed some difference 
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where families with incomes of $50,000.00 and above scored better in math than students 
in families with incomes under $10,000.00. 
Table XI reported on 1990 National Percentile Scores on Standardized 
Achievement Tests by Category. Home School students scored at the 82nd percentile in 
Basic Battery, 84th percentile in Reading, 81 st percentile in Math, and 80th percentile in 
Language. Conventional school students scored in the 50th percentile for the above 
categories. 
Table XII reported on 1992 National Percentile Scores on Standardized 
Achievement Tests by Category. Home School students scored at the 72st percentile in 
Basic Battery, 76th percentile in Reading, 65th percentile in Math, and 70th percentile in 
Language. Conventional school students scored in the 50th percentile for the above 
categories. 
Table XIII reported on 1994 National Percentile Scores on Standardized 
Achievement Tests by Category. Home School students scor,ed at the 77th percentile in 
Basic Battery, 79th percentile in Reading, 73rd percentile in Math, and 73rd percentile in 
Language. Conventional school students scored in the 50th percentile for the above 
categories. 
Previous home school research has indicated that home school students perform 
better than public school students on standardized achievement tests. The findings from 
Home School Family Characteristic questions provided information to form a profile of 
home school families. The profile showed an educated, religious influenced population 
involved heavily with their children's education. 
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Conclusions 
The research goals were established to assist in solving the problem of the study. 
The research goals are presented with the conclusions immediately following: 
1. Do Home School students have higher percentile scores on standardized 
achievement tests than the national average? Home School students scored between 20.0 
to 30.5 percent higher than public school students on standardized achievement tests 
based on national test scores from 1990, 1992, and 1994. 
2. Do Home School students have higher percentile scores in specific subject 
areas on standardized achievement tests than the national average? Home School 
students scored between 15.00 to 30.0 percent higher than public school students in 
specific subject areas on standardized achievement tests based on national test scores 
from 1990, 1992, and 1994. 
3. Do family characteristics relate to student achievement? There are 
distinguishable characteristics which include: 
a. Educational Attainment of Fathers and Mothers. The average 
educational level of the: fathers studied was 15 years of formal training, or about three 
years of college. The average educational level of the mothers studied was 14.1, or about 
two years of college. 
b. Achi,evement by Certification Status of Parents. Only 6% of the fathers 
and 13.9% of the mothers had ever been certified teachers. The relationship between 
student achievement and the teacher certification status of the parents was significant in 
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its absence as there was no difference in students' total reading, total math, or total 
language scores based on teacher certification criteria. The findings of this study do not 
support the idea that parents need to be certified teachers for successful academic 
achievement for their children. 
c. Number of Children per Family. The average family in this study 
consisted of a father, a mother, and 3.2 children, or a family of about 5.2. The average 
American family during this study was 3.17. Home School families are on the average 
64% larger than the average American family. Only 1.6% of the families were headed by 
single parents, and all of these were mothers. 
d. Annual Income of Families. Fifty-five percent of home education 
families are within the $25,000.00 to $49,000.00 range for total annual income. The 
median income category for them was $35,000.00 to $49,000.00. The median income in 
the United States during this time was approximately $31,000.00. Twenty-one percent 
are below $25,000.00 and twenty-four percent are above $50,000.00. The father earns 
96% ofthe income of the family. 
e. Religious Preferences of Fathers and Mothi;:rs. The religious 
preferences of the fathers and mothers were predominantly Christian with 93.8% and 
96.4% respectively reporting themselves as "born again". About 40% of the fathers and 
mothers considered themselves independent Charismatic or Independent 
Fundamental/Evangelical. Baptist was the next largest category at 18.4% for fathers and 
17.6% for mothers. This population of home educators was dominantly Christian or 
Protestant in aggregate .. 
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f. Number of Years taught at home since reaching age 5. On average, the 
students reported on had been taught at home for three years since age 5. It is evident 
from this table that a significantly larger percentage of people are moving their children 
into home schooling than are leaving it. 
g. Student Achievement Related to Family Income. No difference in total 
reading or total language scores existed within any income level. Total math showed 
some difference where families with incomes of $50,000.00 and above scored better in 
math than students in families with incomes under $10,000.00. However, regardless of 
income levels, all home school students scored at or above the 60th percentile in math 
compared to public sc:hools students who scored at the 50th percentile. The findings do 
not support the idea that home school students from low income families will do poorly 
in achievement. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are submitted for further study: 
1. A study should be conducted to determine if publlic school students who score 
above the national percentile averages on standardized achievement tests have family 
characteristics that relate to home school characteristics. 
2. A longitudinal study should be conducted to inde:ntify if public school students 
score better on standardized achievement tests with parental study assistance after school 
hours. 
3. A study should be conducted to gather information on public school students 
who have a strong religious influence within their families. 
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APPENDIX A 
INSTRUMENT USED FOR COLLECTING DATA 
PART I- INFOJRMATION REGARDING THE PARENTS AND FAMILY 
PART III - INFORMATION REGARDING THE CHILDREN 
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PART I. I~TOR-\fATTON REGAR.0£NG TifE P . ..\.R.E.:'li"TS A:-.1) F.-1....\IILY 
Nocc: A:iy time: you .,.,:inc to spec::f:~ ·Fo.chc::-· 0r ":',.!otllc:r· i.a '.'Our respoas.:::, pie:isc use "F" for f.ic.:ie::- l.Cld "\t· 
for :noc.ber. 
P!e:ise :g:ore :.lie :i:.:cibc::-s i.a br;i.c.ke:.s to the: rigor; they ue there co aid i.a c!le c.:ic.1 :::r;-:, ;:,roc:::s. 
How ::i.u:y :;e.:irs of :on::Ja.! sc:ooii.ag did eJC: par::it :iavc? (Compieced !lign ;cooi = 1:; 
bacelor's de;:-:: = 16.) 
?:icbc::-
~foczer 




3. Ha.s ::the:- par::::c eve:- :,e::::i a scace-c:r-..iued teacer? Yes N(, 
Yes No 
Cer..iiiccion for. E!e::::ie:it:1.rv 
-- junior llistil/middle scliool 
-- Secoadary 
Otb.e:-
Is/was your c.:r::.f:c:1c.ion from the state i.a ·.vhic you are C".Jr::-e:ic!y !ivmg? 
Yes ~o 
4. Wcac is fathe:-'s pr.r.:i,r:, occ-.ipac.ioa. proiession. or trade? ___________________ _ 
5. \Vb::u is mothe::-'s pr.::l.l!")' oc:C".ipatioo. profession, or crade? ______ , ____________ _ 
6. Is :nether e::::ipioyed oucsidc the bomc? Yes No 
If yes, u::cic:it:: ,he average nw:nbcr of working !iours pc:- wed:: 
,. How =iJ.ny c.iiici.r:::: do yc,u h.ave'? ___ _ 
8. '\Nb;:ic is your coc.:iJ :.:imily JAau.:il income:., 
Ll :id:::- SIO.OC<l 
Sl0.00'.J • Sl4 . .999 
Sl.5,00J • Sl9,.999 
S'..O,OC() • S:4,999 
9. % of :.ccocne from :ac!ic:-
10 .. .l....re you ;i si::g.!e pir:=t"! _ Ye.:i 
S'..5,000 - s-~.999 
-- S:35.000 - 49,999 
-- S50,000 • 74,999 
-- S75 ,000 :iod over 
___ % of income from cnothc:-
No 
U yes.. you :i.re t:ie: __ F:itllcr Mother 
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11. How ·,11ouJd :1ou c::icegor.z.:: yo1u reiig:ious ;,refc:r::ic::? Sde::: .be ~ ..JJ.ic :::icst Jc.:-~Jte!y dcs.::-:bc.s ·,our 
;:,r:f::::ic::(:;). Pt.ic:: :i.i -~1· OCI ;be: line for ·:--.tothc::· J.nd .in ·r on Ulc: :i::e for 0 F'Jt.:::." Bou ;,;ir::::u· ::::Jv 
be on tbe s.:ime or s.::p.i:ltc: ii.cc:s. · 
J. Adve:icist '..:. Lut.l:er:ui 
b. Amisil I. ;'.lc:=oru1:: 
<:. As.se:nbly oi God !l:. Me:bodis: 
cL Baptist ll. Muslim 
-· 
C.itbolic o. Naz:ir::ie 
f. !::;,is.::opal ;,. '.'lc:·,11 .~.z= 
g. Indepe:ident C:.ar.s:::iacic q. ?entecostJJ 
i:i. = iDciepc:icie:ic ?'uncilJnc::ic:il/Evangeiic::tl r. Pr:so\lte::-::lll 
I. k~il s. Refo~c:ci 
j. wS (:,fornion) 
C. __ Otbc:::- (P!c::ise :pccify): 
C . J.J. Would you jesc:,oc: yourseivcs as oor:i-again C;ir.sti=": 
Yes No 13. Mathe:-: No 
For auestions 14-Zl, oleas.: :::ark vour resoonses ·.via JJl ·~1- for ":vfother· a.i:d m ·r for "F'Jtller" to :.::ic.ic:ic: ·..-be 
par:~c is ~ving the r~ponse. • · 
SA=Stron;fy Agree :,i = No Opicicn D=Disagr:e SD =St:ongiy Disag:'ee 
l.!. I belie-JC the Biele is t!ie inspired word of God a.ad is !ice::-:illy t.'"'tle ::i :i.ll of i:s cec:ills. 
SA D SD 
1.5. I :-ciieve cil:.c r.b.er: ;u-:: pi.ices sue as :ie:ive::. JJlci i:ie!l. 
SA A D SD 
16. Ete::-:i:il Life is tb.e gift Jf God oniy to those wb.o believe in Jesus c:u;.s, :lS tbe:.: Savior a.ad Lore!. 
SA D SD 
17. Sac:in is :in JC:U.i.! pcr~onaiicy working iD. tbe world io<fay. 
SA A D S:J 
13. God lives J.lld is re:il. 
SA A N D SD 
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19. T.:ie life for::is i..i:1 e:x:isceoce tcxuy (such lS hucans. 5.sh.. ind birci.s.) :iave :w :·,ci·,ed from ::be s.:ice 
commoo Jllcesrnr. 
SA A D SD 
:!l. God ==.:it:d the eanh llld its life forms .,,,.jthin six :~hour ci.,.ys. 
SA A N D SD 
21. God c-~c:d l!le ='th and its life ior.ns. but we do :.ct know ilov.r H: cid :: or how loog it -:oo,c_ 
SA A D 
How :n:u:y times ;:e: ~:ich do your c:iildr::: go to the public: i.iorary? 
0 1 ;, 5 6 i 8 9 10 or :i:ore 
Do you liave a -:oc.pute: of any ic.i:id in your :ice:? 
Yes No 
:4. \Vb.ac :s :.!::: response of :-our ciidren's :;,ar::-:iaj ~cipare::ts ,o your :io!Il.e scooi.i::;? (P!=: sel:c:: one.) 
Oooosed 
-- Opposed, ouc .1cic inte:f::'ing 
-- :-le:.itral 
= Originally oppose::.. aow suppor-..ive 
Supportive 
= Supponi..-e :ind :?:irtic::pating 
~" \\i":i;ic :s ,::e respoa.se oi your c:iilcire:1's mac::-:i;il g:::uidpare::t.:; co your hoc:e s6ooii.::g? (P!::i.se selec: ace.) 
Oooose:: 
= Oppose::. our nC1c .nc:rie:ing 
:S-:eutr~ 
-- Origi.n.:illy opposed. aow supportive 
-- Supportive 
= Supportive :lJld participac.i.ng 
:6. T~: :icount of :Doaev we soe::d. 011 the: ave::uze, oe: cb.ild :,e: ve:ir for ho1ne scooi.i.::g is s. _____ _ 
(1::ciude ruicion. fic:!d. trips, ·sped n:sourc.:.s.. ;:c.) · · 
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Plr! III. L\FOR.\L.;.TIO:'·~· REGAR.Dr~·c YOCR CHILDRE:"i 
c:..-:1:: ~e numbe: J[ :.:.:: ::liid (:;ee ;,age 3): l 3 ~ 5 6 I 3 9 lQ 
le i.s :i::por:i::: ~:i.c. :,c_u :ill __ o.u.t one s::iee: :er :::ic.::i of yo_ur c.:.i.idre::- ,:ve::i :..::iose -.vilo :ir:: no loc.ge: Living 
:ll :,our :::oc::::. .::c::uac =ar::::i ::-om 1 :,r:·11ous .n.1!":"!:lll:e oalv u ·,au or ·,our S'OOUSC :ir- ·~c :,r...:i:ir, 
c:istcxii.:i..i ;,:u::::: la'.!Q :be 6.ild is C".ir.::::iciy living ui :,our -come: · · · ~ - · · 
P!e.:ise :inswer the followin:: questioa3 coacerning this (:.Qild. 
Age 
3o:, Ci: 
•• I( child is under 5 :insw,~r 2!!l::: tbe next question (#3); otherwise go oa t:o the following question. .. 
.). Do you intend co :c::: s6ool this 6iid ·.wile::i lle or .;i:ic re:ic.::ies scitool age? 
Y:s _ ~o (Si.ip this question :.f 6iid is ove: 5 . .) 
•. C:;.r:-:::it Grad:: ;..;:-.-::: 
~- H~ :.:is 6iici :-::::- ::~::: :cm: scoolcd: Y:s No 
If ::io. a..cswe: ~ tile ::icxt question ( #6). 
6. (For =iidr::::i :1e•1e:- :.oc:,e ;600Icd) 'i\l"aac rype of s6ool mended? 
?'.!bi.ic .;.::.oci :::cciusiveiv 
?:-:..-ac: s.:.:coi e::ciusivelv 
= Act:::ci:::'. oc,:: ;,u.oiic an°d private s6ool 
.. :\.ll :-em::iini.ag questioc.s to be answered only for (:.QildreJl who have ~ bee.a liome sciiooied. -
7 Is ~.!:is 6iid c:.:.r:-:::.!y Je:.!:g ~omc scllooled? 
Yes ~c 
?!:::se 1rs..,e:- t.:ie fcUc·.1.1.°'g coi::c..-::.ing your C'r.C".tlum for this child ciu.r...:1g: the 1989-1990 s.:.:ool ye:ir. 






?::::::,--::::i=::: ::.:..-:-:c.llum (::i::ajor comcone::ts ~cioici:::d ::,v :,ar:::ts) 
- S.:it::ilite ;="'eel c-..:.-ric.llum · • • ·· 
_ Hoc: ;c.:;cci :rog:r:u:i ;,rov;d:d ::,y 1 !ad pr.vat: s~ool . . ... 
Com: ic:: ::.:::-:,::liar :,aci:age (i.nciucies ia.aguage. soc:al studies. :::iaoe:::ac.:c:s.. sce:ic:: mac::-::u tor 
full ye:.:; ;; ::o u ~=cl: :ms opcioi::, ;,lease iDdic::ic: the one ;,ack::.ge you :ise for i:b..i.s 6iid: 
A !eca, ?~s•c:la =~ 
Alasu State J~:. :1' :d., Jiz,eau ,u: 
;.;;,.: ?r-ess, ::r~..., i •• :i 5~ 
:4lver~ Sc~ocl, 3aL::~,.~ )() 
::ir-tscian 1 .. !:>e~:y .J.c.:K:., 4rtington !its.~~ 
=~,-? sti an Li ;:it. ~·~~ i ser-v .:,lM', tiai-r-f s.o. ·/A 
:~v<!nant Hone :.rc':c:lun, aroocfield .11 



















~e.oi:: ~1ild Jeveloanent Center, ·.;,1snougal ·.;,,. 
Home St!JC:Y !nter,,ational, hitCfflll ?arl: .'«l 
!ntet"T"lational rns:i:ute, ?ar~ ~icge I~ 
Living H.,,.; :age Acacemy (Sff 3asic i:ci.cat i en) 
1'ar:: .. ..lcacl .. o+ :.'"tris-:ian EC., ~l!VnClc:ber-; :w 
Cac .•eaoc1W ::.se,....,;ces, 3l.icXscur; \/A ~ Jjai :.:-
Cc.Jr Lacy oT Vie:or-y, •;ssion ~ll~s c.A 
Seton Scr,ool Home St:.,::Y, ,ront ~oyal .,,. 
Sunni: o,,-;s:lan Ae3deffly. Cal tas ;x 
Syc311'10r'!! 7re-e, :.;ls:a Mesa CA 
u. Oc.b:: (~ame & L."'C::01J): __________________ _ 
9. If :•ou iDciioccd. ·= _;f J. coc:iplc::: c-.uTic:tlar ;,aci::ig::. d.ld you oot:tin it dir:::dy f=om :.b.e .::-..ir:icclw::: 
dc·,elooer this ve.;i:? 
_· Yes., I· ob,.:i.i.::::d :t :.b.i.s ye:ir from :.b.e dcv::!o~:. 
_ No, pur:::=.:is.:d du.r..:ig an ::arlie: y:::ir 
_ :So. ;:>ll!'::.c:;:is:::i s.:c.ocd b.a.nd 
_ 0th::: (;lc::lS:: ;:xC:.fy): ------------------------------
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li...:. [.;; :.!:.is .:.:...:,jJ ~=-roUed 1.i:::, i=:• =-:·-r- of ccr.::pocd:::c: c .. :::H.~...-:-...;~ 5..'.lC::ilic= $6ooL :oc.:J ~rivac= :...:i:c-cl'.:. =0:: 
~=o..i~ ::rc-,;r:i.c Jr :..Jc ~::? 
Y~!: :--:1) 
tf y~ :;~-ec ..... ~, ·.1,1C.ic: ;rs-g:-1.::1: -------------------------------
Nacioa;i,l 
P!e.:isc :mswcr :..tlt! fol!owio~ coao:!"llio~ y<>ur aild's educ:itioaai tii.stor;, sin<:e :ii;e :. ilac!ude :be current school 
ye.-ir :is :i full ~·e.-ir.) 
Li. :-;u.::::;:,e:- cf ::e:irs Jct::::c:..i.cg ?Ubiic sc:iool prior :o i:ioc::e s.:::i,:ioi.iog 
1.:.. :'-< ui::oc:- ;;if ::e:irs Jtt::ic:..i.c; ;,rivac: scliooi ;,rior co acme s.:=:ooii.cg 
:.5. N=be:- oi :,e:us :ic:e:ic:..i.cg ;,ublic scllool after llome s6oo~ ___ _ 
l:5. :,;i=oc:- ;;if :-e:i.rs Jtte:ic:..i.cg ~r.·,:ic: s6ool lit::- ::.ome s6oou..:g ____ _ 
l7. W'e :=c:::ci :c :locie s6ooi :.:.is ~d t..b.roug.:i t.!le ___ g:-:1dc. 
:~. __ C:::::.'< ;:::-e if :=.:id ·.:,as JlQ.t =:ome s6ooied ci~.::g ±:: :a~9-,9(:{J ;.:.:.ooi :-e:l:'. 
If :!iis 6.iid w:is aome schooled fort.be 1989-1990 s6ool ye:i.r. pie.as.:: :uiswer the :allowing q:;::stioas reg:u-::i.::g 
s,;u:id:u-ci::.::i tests. ('w"e :c<lw =:9-32 ~equire ::::iuc:i woric oa :,our part. but :lli.s is l ·:e:-y :=;:orc...::c ;,a:t of ;:.i:s 
s:-...dy.) !f ::ou doc.', ::Uve 1990 test resuits. use 1.989 results :I ·..,jc.hin :ile ;,as: ~ :::io::~. 
:9. Has tlli.s =iid :aice:: l sca.ad:u-'i:=:i aci:tieve::::ie::t cesc :.i:: c.:e :,as, :v,,e!ve :::ioncl:s~ 
Yes No Indic:icc: d.3.tc: • 
----------------------
P!e:i.se fill in :ioy o( :.be follo,wing witicii were reported for- this child's test: 
:0. 7':.e :i=e oi :be tes, 
You: :::i.lc!.'s ~e ---· 




::.S. P:::-::.::::uiie ra.iking for ·cocJ..i =:ic::· __ _ 
.... T:::te ?(!rc:::1:ile ::mki.::g icr ·;.:::::c:· __ _ 
::s. 
:~. ?::rc:::8: ~-.g :or ·toe.ii i.is~::i:ig· ___ [301 -:!). ?:r::.::::c:.ie r:i.o.k::.g for "basic ::icte;-:, ,ocai· __ _ 
3:. ?!e:ise :itt:lch :i copy of this ciiild's test r-e:sults (if :ivai.iao1e). Ple:ise biadc ouc your c.::..iill".s ::1--::: l.tld :i::v ot.:::r 
:,ersoaal 1d::i.tificcion :.::iior.:i:itioa. 
· _ Yes. I ;i:ive ac:::.,:bed l copy of che tesc resuits. _ :-.a, I d.ici not Jc::ic:: l c:py of :b.e :::s: res·.;,:~. 





.:;..). !::-:::-:::6.J.t.:!v ifc::- b.icr!': s,c.~ooi ··.zrJdt;~cion; t::is cb.ild ·.we:: tc: 
J~:-.:or coil;;:: -
= ~ye:i.r coll:,;:: 
__ 7r:i.d:: sc.::ooi (:.g_ weicing. de::cli :ecnic::.;n. ccs.:::e:oiog:1J 
3.;.si=e.::s ;c:::c-0i (<:.; .• se:::-et:::triii, ~rnpucers) 
-- F:ill :i1:1c ::::ifJloy.:i::ic 
~ .. f ~Et:i.ry 
= C:..::::r; ;,ie:.s: s;x::f:1 
[f t..:.:s i:..'1.i..id cS ::::i.rried., rcsi:-oo<: :o th:s ite::i. 
?~ to ~ocn.: s.:=:o.>l fu.s,·b.c:~ cb.iid.r'!:i 
C:..::-:-::::Hry ~om~ ;j,.:h~>vLS :U.S.~~:- c:'liiJ:-:.:::, 
He/she: 
Q<) 
